
JUD 3 

NT10: Jude 

 

(JUD) 

PRAY 

One of the MOST valuable things I was taught about writing sermons WAS to always do your 

INTRODUCTION and CONCLUSION last---and that for two reasons:  (one) because where you want the 

bulk of your energy and time to be spent is ON “preparing the meat and potatoes”—And NOT the “plate 

it sets on” (which is what the INTRO and CONCLUSION essentially are—they are simply the plate which 

gives NO nutritional value…it is instead found in working through and DIGESTING the verses in the 

TEXT—the “meat and potatoes”)---which brings me to the second reason why learning to work on the 

INTRO and CONCLUSION last is SUCH good advice: b/c  the length of your INTRO and CONCLUSION will 

ultimately be dictated by HOW much “meat and potatoes” you have to EAT (which is sometimes more 

than you initially realized! AND SUCH IS THE CASE THIS MORNING!! 

Though we have covered through VERSE 16 and (therefore) only have a few verses LEFT---THEY are 

CHOCK FULL of INSTRUCTION (of “meat and potatoes”) vital to our overall success in the battlefield—

which is WHAT we determined to be the OVERALL theme of JUDE’S letter… 

It is… 

A PASSIONATE APPEAL TO EVERY MEMBER WARFARE 

IOW:  Through this LETTER, GOD is calling every Christian to TAKE UP spiritual ARMS---and ENTER 

EARNESTLY into the BATTLE for the CHRISTIAN FAITH…(3) 

And this is A battle WITH REAL ENEMIES and REAL CASUALITIES…A BATTLE which (if we are to be 

successful and victorious) WILL REQUIRE certain things FROM US…(which is where the remainder of the 

verses AFTER verse 3 take us)—into  INSTRUCTING US as to what those REQUIREMENTS are… 



(the first we already discussed which is)… 

1.  “Every Member Warfare” requires correct identification of the enemy (4-16). 

And more than anything ELSE—what we discovered HERE—what most marks them out---WHAT informs 

and infects EVERY other DIRTY ATTRIBUTE of who they ARE—is the FACT that they PREACH a FALSE 

GOSPEL message—a message which AS VERSE 4 states… 

“perverts the grace of God into sensuality (or licentiousness) and denies our only Master and Lord Jesus 

Christ” 

In SHORT it is a GOSPEL which teaches that OEDIENCE to CHRIST as MASTER—as the BOSS and absolute 

unquestioned AUTHORITY in our life---is “nice but not necessary”… 

I can STILL have Him as my savior—THOUGH I do not choose to completely and fully submit to HIM as 

LORD. 

It is the GOSPEL of “do what you feel (which is what “sensuality” refers to) since it ultimately WILL NOT 

affect your JUST/RIGHT standing with GOD—which you have GAINED by FAITH. 

THIS is the FALSE GOSPEL which MOST marks out the ENEMY—and the EASY-BELIEVISM—FALSE 

CHRISTIAN FAITH—they are promoting—WHICH WE are TO FIGHT HARD against. 

IOW:  It means FIGHTING HARD (and speaking out against) ANY and ALL who TEACH that Our 

OBEDIENCE to JESUS (as LORD and MASTER) is (in the words of ONE SUCH false teacher prominent 

TODAY—PAUL TRIPP),  “you’ve been called to obey but your security is not based on your obedience…” 

 Which MEANS the BATTLE is RAGING just as HARD today as it was in JUDE’S (own DAY)… 

FALSE TEACHERS abound---and the CHRISTIAN FAITH---the SOUND GOSPEL MESSAGE of the BIBLE is 

what is being ATTACKED! 

SO FIGHT we must DO which means identifying and speaking out AGAINST the enemy AS WELL what we 

are told in the remaining verses (as our NEW material for TODAY) –WHICH is… 

2. “Every Member Warfare” requires maintaining our own justification before God. 

(This too) is HOW we fight EARNESTLY—HOW we fight SUCCESSFULLY for the FAITH—by making sure we 

maintain our own justification before God (as we do)… 



(17-21) 

The contents of these verses are ALL concerned with the same thing:  the maintaining of our own 

justification before God… 

And there is a VERY GOOD REASON WHY JUDE would have considered this KEY to successful spiritual 

warfare (for the Christian Faith---and against the enemy): BECAUSE our SPIRITUAL 

ABILITY/EFFECTIVENESS is always directly related to our SPIRITUAL STANDING (or state) before GOD. 

IOW:  I can’t effectively fight against the enemies of the Christian Faith and GOD---if one of those 

enemies is GOD---which is the case FOR ALL those WHO are not in a state/standing of justification 

before GOD—or HAVE LOST (that state of standing). 

*This is why Paul says what he does to Timothy in (1Ti 4:16…also the quals. of 3:1-7). 

**This is also behind Paul’s words (regarding himself) in (1Co 9:27) 

*** This is what makes spiritual warfare different than earthly warfare: the integrity of the soldier 

matters!. 

(For the less informed):  A crash-course in Justification: 

The Bible teaches that: 

-We are justified (made and declared righteous before God) by faith in that which makes it possible: the 

death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

-(However) this gracious state/standing we have received by faith, is something we must (now) maintain 

—or we will forfeit it---and (with it) any hope of future salvation (since GOD will save no-one WHO is not 

justified). 

Support: “loss of justification” passages in the Bible:  

(2Co 5:20; Heb 6:4-6; 2Jo 1:8; Jud 1:5) 

How (then) we maintain our justification is (according to Jude) through the regular practice of the 

spiritual disciplines found in these verses. 



*why I say “regular practice” = They all exist as present tense or aorist tense actions—i.e. they are all 

written in tenses which communicate an abiding or regular activity or practice.  

What these spiritual disciplines are: 

2.1 remembering 

(17-19) 

“predictions of the apostles…(regarding) scoffers, following their own ungodly passions…who cause 

divisions, worldly people, devoid of the Spirit” = (2Pe 3:1-2; 1Ti 4:1; 2Ti 3:1-5; Mat 11:11-12; Act 20:28-

30) 

*How remembering what was predicted to come (in re: to FT’s) HELPS us to maintain our justification = 

it confirms God’s word as true which strengthens our faith and keeps us from getting confused—or 

thinking that something is wrong—which in turn could cause us to question whether our current 

course/path is the right one or necessary (1Th 3:1-5; 1Pe 4:12 w/ 5:12). 

** Peter saw this as a key piece of his teaching ministry (2Pe 1:13) 

***This is why the writer of Hebrews says what he does in (Heb 3:12-14). 

****This is why God gave the “holy holidays” (such as Passover) to the Jews.  This is why we are given 

the LT (for remembrance of our justification through the death of Christ as well as our commitment to 

Him---since eating at one’s table was considered a sign of allegiance in the 1st century). 

*****This is why we have been given the written Scriptures---for the purpose of remembrance! 

(Jos 1:8; Psa 1:1-2, 119:11, 15-16—all speaking of the written word of God). 

2.2 building 

(20a) –“building yourselves up in your most holy faith” =  This is speaking about objective faith—the (v3) 

“faith once for all handed down to the saints” –the Christian Faith—i.e. all those doctrines which 

constitute and make up the religion of Christianity.  We are to be “building (ourselves) up in that. 

IOW:  We are to be growing in our understanding of the Christian religion and its doctrines (2Pe 1:5, 

3:18—also 1Pe 2:2—notice it is a command!). 



*How growing in our understanding of the Christian Faith/religion (and its doctrines) helps us to 

maintain our justification = it prevents us from being carried away by heresy and false gospels—since 

SUCH things ALSO threaten the LOSS of justification (proof: 2Pe 2:14-17; 1Ti 1:3 w/ 18-20).  

This is when (then) Peter is so adamant in both his letters about growth in this area (2Pe 1:11) 

*(BTW) it is the practice of growing in our theological/biblical understanding which sets us apart from 

the FT’s (v10, 2Pe 2:12).   

2.3 praying  

(20b) – “praying in the Holy Spirit” = This is the kind of prayer which comes as a result of filling our minds 

and time with spiritual things—i.e. the word of God (Eph 6:18—notice what precedes it—v17). 

*Notice the same process is revealed in what Jude is communicating (here):  (first) we “build” ourselves 

up in the doctrines of the Christian Faith (which means spending time in the Word)—and that leads 

(then) to HS-filled prayer. 

**How “spirit-filled” praying helps us to maintain our justification =b/c by being spirit-filled-or filled with 

spiritual things we are living according to God’s will (i.e. living in a way pleasing to Him—Eph 5)—AND 

we are also praying according to HIS will (in congruency with His word) –both TINGS which bring His 

HELP in answered prayer (1Jo 3:22, 5:14).    

2.4  keeping 

(20-21a) 

“keep yourselves in the love of God” = (Joh 14:23) –-“keep” = keep/obey Christ’s Word; “love” = exist in 

covenant relationship with that person. 

(BTW) IT is this phrase/command (“keep yourselves in the love of God”) more than any other (in this 

section) which REVEALS to us (that what JUDE is communicating through this list) are indeed disciplines 

related to the maintenance of our justification SINCE what happens if we fail to remain in the love of 

GOD (i.e. in covenant w/Him)? 

IOW: Is it just HIS LOVE in COVENANT RELATIONSHIP that we lose—or HIS JUSTIFICATION as well? 

 



A better way to pose the question (using an example):  Do we believe those who are disciplined out of 

the covenant community of the church to still be retaining their justification before God (or His love)? 

NO!  If that were the case—then church discipline is not a threat—nor poses any real consequences (yet 

the Scripture speaks otherwise—Mat 18—they are considered unbelievers—i.e. people w/o 

justification!).  

Clearly Jude is expressing the potential DANGER of both since you can’t lose ONE without losing the 

OTHER.   

*How (then) keeping/obeying Christ (and His Word) and remaining in God’s love and (in relationship 

with Him) HELPS us to maintain our JUSTIFICATION = it KEEPS us in covenant relationship WITH GOD 

(something absolutely necessary) if we are to be justified since the blood which brings justification is 

attached to the covenant (it is the “blood of the covenant”—Mat 26:28—no covenant, no blood—no 

blood—no justification). 

2.5  waiting 

(21b) –“waiting for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ which leads to eternal life.” = This is referring to 

perseverance.  Rather than practice all the prior disciplines mentioned only for a season, we are to 

continue practicing them while we “wait” for Christ—knowing that He will show us mercy on the day of 

His return—if THIS is HOW He finds us (faithfully persevering in these things)—THAT is what (again) 

JUDE means when HE speaks of “waiting” (here).  It is NOT idle “do nothingness” but active waiting—

perseverance in faithful submission to our LORD/MASTER—JESUS CHRIST as we await His return. 

*Why I am confident that this is what JUDE means:  because  Jesus and the NT writers stress often the 

importance of faithful perseverance until the end as key to maintaining our justification (or right 

standing with God)—and use the word/concept of “waiting” in this way (Mat 10:22, 24:36, 42-

51=context is perseverance in faithfulness which Jesus now drives home with two more parables—one 

which uses the concept of waiting…25:1-13;  This also is how Paul speak of it--- 1Th 1:9-10—notice their 

“waiting” is not idle do-nothingness—but perseverance in faithful service—something re-affirmed in his 

final letter to them—2Th 1:3-8—here we see also what happens to those who do not “wait” properly—

who do not maintain their justification through perseverance in faithfulness). 



*How (then) this HELPS us to maintain our justification = THERE is NO maintaining of justification w/o 

perseverance!  IOW:  the maintaining of our justification is for the rest of our lives (if we are to be those 

receiving the “mercy of the Lord Jesus Christ”). 

**This (too) speaks against the message of the FT’s: for them ONCE God’s grace had been extended in 

initial justification IT could not be taken back (which is why they denied the need for submission to 

Christ’s Lordship and are said to “pervert the grace of God into sensuality”.  They were the original 

purveyors of “once justified always justified” (which means that we can now do what we want since it 

won’t affect God’s grace to us in that way!) (extended quote from Paul Tripp we heard earlier: “you’ve 

been called to obey but your security is not based on your obedience [i.e. perseverance in faithfulness] 

but on God’s faithfulness”)---which feeds DIRECTLY into our THIRD POINT of instruction... BUT we will 

STOP here for TODAY and save that UNTIL NEXT WEEK! 

PRAY 


